• Motivation:
Introduction
Linear perturbations of stationary metrics (solutions to Einstein eqs.) set of modes {φ n (x)} and frequencies {ω n (x)} depends only on V (x) (parameters of BH encoded),
-universal(2):
variously damped → late times: one mode (least damped) dominates
The QNMs satisfy
and BC of outgoing waves
-cannot be uniquely specified by a simple asymptotic condition:
general asmyptotics:
The limit picks no unique solution
→ very careful asymptotic analysis (superasymptotics -asymptotic series, hyperasymptotics -resummation, ...) → possible to eliminate subdominant... In theory (definition): we go other way. In numerics (calculation): these techniques used.
Question:
If and where do the QNMs represent the exact solution of the initial problem?
Problems:
(1) QNMs are spatially unbounded → series divergent at big distances (more harmless for late times).
The problem of early times/big distances: open. Also difficulties in definition of excitation coefficients.
(2) Completeness → depends on analytic and asymptotic properties of V (x) -long range → QNMs (usually) incomplete (← tail due to scattering) -discontinuities → improve completeness (increase in the number of modes).
Results:
-divergencies ← inconsistency of the QNMs Ansatz (analogy to NMs) -more careful construction → global representation of solutions -in some region of spacetime (late times):
-sum over spatially truncated QNMs with constant coefficients -coefficients ← initial data (scalar product-like formula)
-QNMs appear naturally only in spatially truncated form → solves the problem of divergence at large distances.
-in some other region (early times): some other (new) class of modes
Construction of the mode expansion
The (eigenvalue) problem non-self-adjoint
with some boundary conditions at x = a and x = b (a, b may be ±∞) and initial conditions:
.
Solution by a Green's function method:
Take 2 solutions of the homogeneous ODE
which fulfill the boundary conditions:
Then the Laplace-transformed solution
fulfills both boundary conditions.
Original ψ (t, x) by the inverse Laplace
(no poles to the right of C)
Re s
Im s C After some manipulations, the solution can be expressed as
Can the contour be closed at |s| = ∞ ? ↔ Where is the integrand small? 
for all x ! It works for normal modes:
We need to estimate the integrand
-with explicit causality (as for V ≡ 0).
The solution of the wave equation
It should not work (by a simple analogy) for open infinite systems:
-boundary conditions of square integrability/outgoing waves at infinity
Square integrability for (s) > 0 + analytic continuation to (s) < 0 square integrability:
→ Problem with summation of the series for big x and small times t
(in particular, with decomposition of the initial data into QNMs) → Summability only in a restricted region of space-time
It can work for late times
For late times t 1:
→ close contour to the left → analytic continuation to (s) < 0
No brach cuts for S.-L. b.c.
integral → sum over residua
(Branch-cuts may appear for long-range potentials. Assume here: no branch-cuts.)
Finally, the Green's function has the form
Quasinormal mode expansion of the solution -but essential is the rate of the convergence!
In an optimal case:
The scattering terms B(s), D(s) = 0 or tend to zero for |s| → ∞ quicker than any exponent (of s) → dominating term in the integrand
) and the contour can be closed:
-causality included ! ⇒ Expansion of the solution into the ,,truncated" modes
→ B n (t, x): vanish outside the future light-cone of initial data and are constant inside the common future light-cone of all initial data Exact solution in the case: V (x) = 0 ! → only one mode: φ 0 (x) = 1 with s 0 = 0.
In general:
Causality unaffected.
B(s), D(s) → 0 too slow (∼ |s| −n
) to "kill" the exponential growth in
B(s)C(s)e −s(x+x ) or A(s)D(s)e s(x+x )
→ scattering on the potential, even in the limit of high frequencies.
→ contour of integration cannot be closed left immediately after t passes |x − x | → later, when

B(s)C(s)e s(t−x−x ) and A(s)D(s)e s(t+x+x )
vanish, too. The expansion into modes is valid for
Construction of QNM-expansion:
where σ ≡ (s) and
⇒ integrand in the inverse Laplace transform:
(all conditions satisfied -"AND") → c (...) = n (modes) 
→ unique decomposition with above given asymptoticŝ
→ closing the contour region of space-time close to poles/residua modes (due to reflection at r = 0).
No branch-cuts inĜ(s, r, r ).
Solutions in terms of Bessel functions:
). Poles from sin(πs) cancel inĜ; but do not cancel in e stĜ → additional modes (only!) at intermediate times: |r − r | < t < r + r . Constant coefficients ⇔ all initial data seen, no reflection (yet).
-converges in |r − r | < t < r + r . For r, r 1 it can be approximated and summed up
, t > r + r , 
